
I find myself in the middle of a protest and get confused for the actual leader. His bodyguards recognizes me and take me out of the crowd into a quiet neighbourhood where their car got too many fines. I then show them a short cut through a Chinese condo but it is falling apart.

I am lost in the city but recognize the colour of a metro that can take me home. I then jump in without really looking at the right direction. It is actually going towards my former apartment and I look at the stations going the other way. I can't recognize any of them and feel lost again.

I walk down the road where my parents live and find my grandfather in the very last house. He is standing on the terrace with a little kid holding on the iron fence. As I walk away I make strange gestures and finally make the kid laugh. 

I get a message from an old friend that just got back from India and bought an apartment in his native town. I then go down to meet him and find that he is a street seller. I really want to help him packing the boxes of vegetables but find that the cabbages have black spots like they are rotten. 

I am listening to a client that I am about to leave. I take a break and go in a back room where some black guys are building a bed I have designed. It is turning out good with different pieces of dark and light wood making it nice. The front has even a white spot that is almost symmetrical.    

I am in class serving myself with allot of milk in a coffee cup while the teacher explains about a feel trip. It is going to be to a beautiful lake up north but I tell her that I already been there with my classmates. We were there skating even if it was summer and there was no ice in the water.

I am looking at a map of a peninsula showing the average weather. It shows sun and rain where I am now living with a pretty mild temperature. As I look northern up I realize that it actually rains everyday and the average temperature is rather cold but it is not freezing. 

I find an image of soldiers in a changing room choosing among different outfits. In the next image I see them hiding between two red wooden barns with a dangerous Norwegian man. As they break in they catch more Norwegians and their leader who has white loose bandages all around him.

I am home in my new apartment that is very dark outside. My family is gone and I feel very depressed as I don't know what to do but soon realize that at least the rain has stopped. I then decide to go out and try to meet up with my Greek friend.

I am driving a cabriolet with an old friend along a Southern coast. We are looking for a place where to sleep but there are only people camping in the woods. I then drive forward but the road is closed. My friend drives in anyway and get caught by the people of an old sect who becomes his friend.

I am inside the restaurant of a ski resort with a group of friends. I actually know the owner and he also recognizes me. I then talk aloud and say that four of us will go skiing even though there is no snow. The owner immediately proposes me a discount to pick up at the ski lift.

I run to a platform to catch a train but it is all full. Four skateboarders get in anyway without ticket and I also do so but find the controller. I then ask him and he tells me that there is one spot available and he can make me a good price if I stop for a new connection at an island.

I am running with my son up a mountain. The path is asphalted and we open our arms going really fast. I am expecting to see the rocky top but come to another mountain. We are now with another friend and I tell him that he can wait there if he is tired but he wants to follow us to the top.

An old friend and I enter an ancient cemetery in the middle of no where. There are very old graves of important people built with white marble. From every corner of the graveyard there is a long cannon and they all meet in the center but I wonder what would happen if they all shoot together. 

I am driving on an old green car with a Chinese guy across the sea that is very bright. There is another group of Chinese with us and he points them out to me. They are also on a very old car but they are very many and it is much smaller. The red scaffolding looks like it is made of cardboard.

I am with my son crossing an iron bridge across a small valley. I see that the bridge continues around the mountain below but the floor is missing. We then start climbing a high ladder around it but my son stops right when it is time to get in a tunnel. He gets stubborn and I fear the height.

I am going out of a busy metro station and touch an Asian from behind. As he turns I slap him but then apologize saying that I thought I knew him. He wants to kick me but then we become friends and I help him out with his handicap son. The latter is very big and I get to show him the boats.

I am part of a beauty contest and I seat on a small sofa with the male and female winners. A professor from the jury comments that we are very nice males but the females are not so nice. One comes late and seat next to me spitting her tooth braces in her pierce. She is actually rather cute.     

I am looking at a book showing all the ancient stone temples of an Arabic land. There are very many of them and all look very similar with a large body and a long staircase perpendicular to it. As I keep looking I find one that is almost intact and almost resemble the church I want to build.

I am in a bar where the southern owners with a northern accent have just made a lottery. They have already distributed the money to the winners but now on of them calls them up and has them to play again. The winners do so but are told at the end that also the other owner is going to play.

I am checking the internet and find that my father's girlfriend is on-line. I then start writing to her and she replies that she is available. I am about to write that I am by a lake but then get distracted by an old musician laying by his electric guitar and singing. I realize that he must be famous.

I help a nun to carry her things to a small hospital. As I get out again I meet a man who asks me about it. I then realize that he is referring to the chapel and show him that the end part has a different style. It was reconstructed by a famous modern architect but looks already old.

I am walking in a mall with my wife and cross an old friend of her dressing all orange. I also dress an orange jumper with an orange scarf and follow her but bump against a table and make a lady's pierce fall. I then pick it up again even though she might think that I am trying to steal it.

An old family friend takes us down her new apartment where our sons should play. There is food outside the door as she is trying to get the cat out. He doesn't and we get in that he is no where to be found. I leave my kid alone but then he comes back to me saying that he was attacked.    

I am in my parents' old basement and tell a cameraman to do a documentary criticizing the famous people we have interviewed. He tells me that we need a budget for it and I realize that he is actually my best friend. I then spray perfume in his pants before he gets married to his old girlfriend.

I am with my son walking through a small square and see his Italian teacher on the opposite side serving food. We then walk that way but cross a tall veteran with a mountain hat. He seems very severe at first but then gets really kind and invites us to dance.

I am in a resort with allot of young people and notice a cute girl reading a comic. Two other girls come my way and I start speaking their language. They are very impressed but a black guy is jealous and I start boxing with him in the public bathroom.

I am driving with my parents and speed up by a police car. I then decide to stop at a fast food and we order omelettes. A polish waiter is all over my sister and when we go out he shows us how good he is with the skateboard. As we leave I realize that all other people around us are also Poles.

I am with my son and just got my hands amputated. I then try my new metal hands screwing a bolt each. I first thought it was going to be the same but soon realize that it is actually really hard and I will have to practice allot.

I get in an office in my native village to register and a lady fills up an application for me. She then has to circle all the languages I know and I also add Swedish. She also speaks Swedish and starts asking me questions to see if I really know it. One is the past tense of flying but I remember it.

I am working on some portraits with a computer program and export them to another program. It actually transforms parts of the white background in orange. I then try to save it again as an editable image but it is too complicated and I switch to my computer but find a chat icon blinking. 

I get to see the exhibition that my Japanese assistant did at the modern museum. It is actually very big with massive photographs hanging all around. They are actually screens and  they start showing a bridge collapsing and women with child waiting at the window for a big wave approaching.

I am with my sister under a big roof when my dead grandfather decides to remove our teeth and replace them. He first starts with two on the top but then hammers all the front teeth at the bottom of my sister's mouth. I don't want to but then he shows me how easy it is to insert new ones.

I am in an Arabic village with a friend deciding which way to go back to the city. We could take the way we came or drive through an African nation. I then decide for the later and the taxi driver go and fetch a special four wheelers car to drive through the desert but my friend doesn't want to.

I am seating in a long table with allot of Americans and make fun of them talking in Italian to an old friend on the other side. There are actually some sons of rich Italian Americans and two of them comes to me. They are only two brothers from my region who got in America with a scholarship.

I am in a club with work with an ugly chick striping below when a beautiful colleague also goes down to strip. She calls us that all her big bubs are out and we all seat down. I then print some extra tickets and give it to the others to see the show again but the VJ has problems with his laptop.

I follow some people at an open house and walk up the staircase of a new building. It is very small but high and come to the last floor where I notice a big sensor. The guide explain that it is from a Korean artist and he also tells us his social network account.

I am looking at a map of an island where I am going on holiday with my son. It is very big and I decide to take my bike even though there are many metro stations. I then asks my step father for a bike bag but he tells me the maximum width and I realize that the my son's bike seat will not fit.

It is my sister's wedding and I wait for it to start down in my vegetable land. There are two rows of plants and I start removing one and let the other grow but then hear that an old aunt has come. I then ask her the value of my land and she tells me that it is more expensive in another area.

I am doing gymnastic with a Chinese teacher but can't remember a movement. The other student also can't and her teacher explains us the value of it. He then shows us how that simple movement can be done with blocks of any sizes. He gives a demonstration with two cement blocks but fails.

I am in living room watching a film with two strangers. There is a trailer of a scary film with a dog but then the actual film starts with a man making advances to a beautiful woman working in a circus. Her boss doesn't let her have relationships but she wakes up that the man is in her bed.  

I am sightseeing with my family and come to a small and flat island where to camp. My wife finds out that the mainland on the opposite side is much nicer with a waterfall. As we get there a lady offers us a special yellow cake with a black base. We eat even though it looks really artificial.   

A family is selling the top floor of a house. We then get in to look at it and find an amazing library. As I go check the bedrooms I even find a big motorcycle and a conference room. We want to sign the contract right away but a guy points a gun at the owners like they are cheating us.

I am in front of a bakery shop and write on the glass with a white marker about the paintings I have for sale. I then say bye to the owner and notice that I wrote that it is a post office on the front door. I get back to my grey studio in a dark basement and seat in front of a wall with nothing to do.

I am cooking and talking to my young new neighbour in my kitchen. She tells me about my wife who was really happy about her work with my Italian colleague. I like to invite them for dinner but I am only making a lasagne with leftovers and think of inviting them another day.

I am going out of a party with my laptop so that I can work but meet my old curator. He thinks that I want to show him my work and I try to do so but can only play a video of a popcorn truck being toed. We then take a walk together and I realize that the contacts of my memory stick are dirty. 

I am walking with an American girl who gets me in a tunnel. She is actually anorectic and I have to help her out into a room where three girls are laying on a bed. They have their hair colored black and I suggest them to listen to a rock star. I then leave but they drag me back in bed with them.

A friend and I look on-line for the biography of an American art gallerist. We read that in his youth he used to play for a famous baseball team and use to have his own driver. We then see him attached to the old style car ready to fly but the car drives all the way home and he still hasn't took off.

My father-in-law gives me a ride to a small airport from where I will take a plane to the US. Inside the terminal a hostess tells me that there my flight doesn't actually exist. She tells me not to worry and starts to mark the floor with a pneumatic hammer making a new connection only for me.

I meet my old supervisors who tells me that they have finally processed my PhD application. It will be together with an Egyptian University but they now have trouble to get it started after the revolution there. They will have to take the big risk of inviting the president even if he was destitute.

My son and I get through an hospital to go to class but arrive that there is a test. We then seat down and I read that I will have to write about a book. My son goes to the teacher to get a children book and I try to read the book of the essay but also find that it is a children book.     

I am in a garrison and wish to go to sleep in my room but feel very afraid of an attack. I then ask the captain and he tells me to go lock the door downstairs. I am about to do it but then hear something and lock myself in my cell. It was only wind.

I am still in my American apartment when I get a phone call from my director. He wants to excuse himself for our argument and meet me to discuss the next steps. I say that it is not a problem and he tells me how much he needs me for his future projects.

My son and I are competing with my colleagues to reach the kitchen. We actually come well ahead of them and I climb on the fridge to be the first to cook popcorns in the microwave. My son can't make it up but the microwave is below and they are coming. We then start it without popcorns. 

I am walking around the a prestigious American college with a friend who just found a girlfriend there. As we stop to look at a shop of wedding dresses a friend of the later also comes and hugs me. I then realize that my friend is together with my sister and she will have to divorce to marry him.

I am walking along the shore of a Nordic lake where I would like to take my son paddling. There are actually allot of birds of different kind and I try to avoid a pink African bird that is on the way. As I turn back the path is underwater and I can feel with my feet the long necks of these birds.

I am standing in a room with a wooden boat in the middle. As I try to look if it has any defects I realize that I just had an exam about it to become a boat master. They actually chose another guy who had previous experience with boats. I then finish to examine the boat and find no defects.

I go with my son to a  shop selling small motorcycle. The shop owner shows us the three different sizes they have. As he gets on the phone again we test the biggest and find that I can also seat in the back. We then go for that one but I suddenly realize that I don't have so much money. 

The Chinese has let an army of rebels slowly invading towards Europe. The first troop arrives in the Middle East and set camp. A local military there passes by and comes in their tent. He starts speaking Arabic but he is not understood and they start a knife fight but he is killed by a fat rebel.

A man brings a plastic box to a group of soldiers. There is a concubine inside and she is let out dancing with them. Her nipples gets very long and erected but she doesn't want to be laid. The captain then complains with the man that although she is quite cute they want someone to be fucked.

I am in a mall and go over the e-mails I still haven't answered. I find one from my uncle who is inviting us out for dinner but it is actually a day old. As I am about to reply that we should meet today I see that he wrote other e-mails and in the end asking why I don't answer him.

I take my son to a restaurant where my grandparents use to go. The waiter tells us to seat wherever and we find a nice table for two but as I am seating I find allot of tomato sauce on my chair. I then remove it and find that we have tortellini as a starter but feel like I am already full.

My wife and I are with her boss discussing possible collaborations even after we got angry. My son suddenly appears from the staircase wearing an helmet he found on a case. We tell him to put it down but it actually breaks. My wife's boss then tries to rescue it but it is already smoking.

I go to visit a small lab and ask a guy whether I can leave my contact. He gives me a pen and sees that I photograph it. I then tell him about my project and they all come to listen to me. Before I leave again I give them a catalogue but then regret that I didn't take a portrait picture of them.

I take my son in a shoe shop even if he doesn't want to but then find the shoes of a super hero in a circle of shoes. We ask the black shop assistant if he can help us find the right number. I only know the European number and he starts looking but on the wrong models of leather boots for girls.

I get back to my old office and meet my American colleague who seems very upset with me because I left them. I then go straight to my Turkish colleague and seat with her with an important instruction from our boss. I start to read it aloud to show how important I am still but then quiet down.

I am having lunch with my parents when my sister asks me to help her with a graphic she is preparing for a birthday card. She wants to make the statue of liberty do a fuck off and I tell her to bring her laptop. She then gets really angry and starts doing the fuck off to me.

I am swimming in a lane when I see that an old man comes with his skies. I then realize that there is no water but try to swim anyway. There is actually a slope and I can barely make it to the other side where the old man's son is also practising. There is actually a gate with a farm in the forest.

I am with my mother in a bar outside when some locals come and recognizes us. I then go in to get more water wearing a scarf around my neck. There is no more free water and I have to pay but I decide to go to the toilette first. There two big guys wants to beat me up because I am showing off.

I am walking with my stepfather's father when an American man asks to photograph him. As he takes some pictures I also want to take his portrait but he does a funny face. He then asks what it is for and I try to show him my project but cannot find any pictures of my photo exhibition.

I get an e-mail from an American scholar recommending me to another scholar. As I read her titles at the bottom of her e-mails I actually find that she has made different icons linking to my videos. They are called longitude and latitude and when I click on them a window opens with the video. 

A rich man is swimming in his boat and realize that one of his bodyguards is spying him and taking notes of what he does. He is actually collaborating with another bodyguard but the latter has to share his bed with another and gets into a fight till a quiet man tells him to share it with him.

I am in a small van taking our luggage to a another van nearby. I then get in but find that it is small and count the number of seats. One of us will have to seat on the floor and I propose to take turns. The driver agrees but wants us to pay him for an hotel room once we get to our destination. 

A girl is walking up a forest escaping from a group of people who wants to capture her. She hears that they are actually divided on each side beating new paths with long wooden sticks. They suddenly start to run across the road and she decides to join them as she was also part of their group.

I am on top of a beautiful Swiss mountain with my old friends. There is a city below where one of them got an knee surgery. We then move forward and meet two girls I knew from a trip to Spain. They are with two guys but we start talking anyway and I realize that they also know my friends.

I am a guest of a friend and find him asleep. I then go downstairs and find his mother. I remember that she paid for our dinner and give her a bill. She doesn't want it but I insist and she actually tells me how much it really coasted it. It is an outrageous sum and I will have to pay my part now.

I am walking with my family in our new neighbourhood and come to our condominium. As we walk towards the entrance we realize that our neighbour there has a terrace with a big zucchini plant. She actually comes out and offer a tomato to my son who doesn't want it but I insist.

I am attending a soccer game of two teams from a cartoon series. As they get ready in the center I take the ball to test the goal keeper. He jumps and hold himself on the golly but it is too light and he drags it down. There is a blond journalist who is right below but luckily he manages to stop.

A long boat is bringing pink salt to the coast of an Arabic land. A young man without shirt is pressing it down with a shovel while an old man dressing a black costume stay seated on the floor. He is really angry about what the Americans have done to their country by removing their president.

I am at the school of my Greek old friend where we are about to have a presentation of our ceramic experiments. I then try to see where to install my tiles but find that they have shrink too much and can only be seen in the sun. My friend shows me another set but even these tiles are too dark.

I am waiting to go to the bathroom but an old high school friend is inside. I double check and find that he his standing by the sink and washing on the side of his genitals. He is no longer blond but looks like an Arab. I then go back to my room and put shampoo in my hair to hurry him out.

I am on an airplane and wait that it takes off to go back to my son. There are allot of other American airplanes in front and I go back anyway. He is actually seating in front of some nice girls and I put his small sweater on to show off with them.

I am inside a library at a corner trying to shoot some Afghans. None of them dies and I decide to retreat to the opposite corner where the rest of the troop is. They also shoot at them but only a fat one dies. Luckily an old friend is climbing with a long rope down the roof to come to our rescue. 

I am in the basement of a shop with my son looking at a stand of candies. Two girls also comes forward to look and I notice that the heals of one has candies. As I read that they give a prize to those that can guess all the flavours she looks at me as I am staring at her legs with gold stockings.

My son and I  are at a diving competition at the sea side but two boys are afraid of the sharks and hesitate to dive. A red hair boy finally does it and everybody applauds him as he comes up. His black swim suit is loose and we pull it up making fun of him.

I am attending a concert with some girls when a famous comedian from the past century comes up on stage. The country musician continues his song and then lets him continue it with another song. They connect really well and we congratulate among us since we are their agents.

I am at my old work when I get a cal from a man that I should work for. He comes in the lab and starts talking to my boss but I carry him away. My boss demands me to get him in touch with him again but I leave and start offending him among his principles who already tried to replace him.

I am walking with my son and wife in a country road when I see an old village on a side. I then run up and find a Chinese hotel where to spend the night. As I go out again to call them I meet two persons dressing black and carrying a large panel where I read that my son has died in an accident.

I am attending a service in the main church of my native village. It is very crowded around the priest and I have to stand up waiting for him to mention about my dead son. He never does it and I start crying really desperately thinking of throwing the melting candles against the cross.

I am walking across an empty small village where a German dictator was killed. I then get to the football field where we should have a celebration but the grass hasn't been cut. I start running around it feeling very powerful and surprise they I don't have any pain in my knee. 

I get a phone call saying that I haven't showed up to a meeting. I then understand that it is the doctor speaking and immediately go to his studio. He starts to examine my mouth and gets really surprised. I want to know what it is but he waits for another doctor to show him something inside.

I go to eat in my aunt's garden and hear the brother of a neighbour who just lost his job. We then seat and I pet a small black dog running around. There is actually enough space under the fence and he starts running outside with my aunt yelling at him to get back in.

I am behind the very top row of a cinema where they are screening a teeth operation. I am actually ready for a swim competition and go behind the screen below where an old man shows me the different pools. There is a very short one crowded with swimmers but I ask him for the very long one.

I am together with an old film maker and seat at a café with his crew. I then tell them that I am so dark skin because of my Brazilian origins but my grandfather is also there and he is actually light skin like the film maker. They then start talking together in dialect about agricultural machines.

I am in a very calm beach that the sun has set and I run down to a nice brunette who is half in the water. She is quite short and has no tits but easily jump around my waste. I then start fucking her but I am unable to come and finally decide to drop her.

I get in line for an express bus but the controller tells me that I am not allowed with my big suitcase. I then get in line for the normal bus and another passenger tells me that it will also arrive soon. There are actually some Chinese passengers getting in the express bus with much more luggage.

I am with a friend walking on a big road and hitchhiking. An old American car stops and we seat in the back where two ladies starts touching me. We then stop at a gas station and I go to the bathroom and try to touch myself but feel not excited. I then go back to the car.

I am in a new school started by an Italian teacher. He shows me around and I understand that there are no classes but only lecture halls where the students can drop in. We get into one and I meet the director of a museum. She is offered a flat fruit and I explain to her that it is a kind of peach.

I am in a big American house and get out that the family living there is waiting me inside their car. I actually wear my winter shoes and I make up my mind and get back in even though it is dark already and the lights are off. I then wonder back in the corridor trying to find my sandals.

I get down a ski slope with a small bike and reach below that I almost cannot stop. I then wait for my stepfather and his son who are coming down with a skateboard. They find an ice slab and walk down instead. Both their head are shaved and a kid tells his mom that they look like two turtles.


